
Double the moments of
sunshine for connoisseurs:
Discover what is special about Bad
Kleinkirchheim
You can literally immerse yourself in the gentle alpine world of the Nockberge
mountains in Bad Kleinkirchheim. The region is not just appealing because of the diverse
combination of mountains and lakes, but also because Bad Kleinkirchheim has two
thermal spas.

Alpine Wellness at the Thermal Römerbad
If you are looking for peace, you will find your moment of sunshine here. Over a total of
12,000 square metres and three floors, you will find an impressive and therapeutic
sauna and wellness landscape. The “Romanum” lower floor has a real Roman flair, with
its clear form and luxurious materials. The “Noricum”, the second level, reflects the
countryside of the gentle Nockberge mountains, with Swiss pine logs and herbal
fragrances in the thermal landscape. The third level, “Maximum”, offers a
comprehensive sauna world with breathtaking views of the surrounding mountains. You
can recharge your batteries in the workshops, which are free of charge when you buy a
thermal spa or sauna ticket. Relaxation and an improved feeling of well-being are
promised by Chakra Meditation and Inner Journey Meditation. The Aromaticum will
carry you off into the world of fragrances and essential oils.

Fun in the water and well-being in the St. Kathrein family & health thermal spa
Double the moments of sunshine are offered in the completely renovated St. Kathrein
family & health thermal spa, which reopened in September 2017. With 1,200 square
metres water surface, this is the largest of all the Carinthian thermal spas, and the 86 m
long slide is also one of the longest. It is no wonder that young and old love what’s on
offer. Relaxation is also included: be it in the wellness pool with panoramic views, in the
Swiss pine relaxation room with sun terrace or in the diverse sauna landscape – body,
mind and soul can take a deep breath here. The free activity programme ensures
relaxed exercise. On Thursdays you can enjoy hot rhythms at Aqua Fitness & Zumba,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays it’s yoga and meditation time, where you can totally
relax and find your inner peace.



nock/MED – the health centre
In the St. Kathrein family & health thermal spa you will find the nock/MED health centre,
under the direction of spa & sport doctor Dr. Eckart Waidmann. Also completely
renovated and adapted following the latest guidelines of health medicine, the emphasis
here is on prevention. A professionally trained team offers preventive treatments for
young and old. Massages, packs and physiotherapy sessions can be booked according to
individual requirements.
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